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I

2

3

L BACKGROUNDAND EXl'ERIENCE

1. I am a Vice President at Cornerstone Research, an economic and finance consulting

firm with offices in Washington, D.C. aud Menlo Park, California, where the company is
4

headquartered, in addition to other offices in the United States. I have a Ph.D. in Economics
5

6

7

8

from the University of Texas at Austin and have published in the field of economics. In my ,

work, I have studied and analyzed various forms of business conduct and how that conduct may

affect the performance ofmarkets and individual firms, I have analyzed such business conduct

in antitrust cases, in other forms .of commercial litigation, and in govermnent regulatory
9

proceedings. I have submitted testimony in the courts and in private arbitrations. I have also

II. INDIRECT PURCHASER PLAINTIFFS' ALLEGATIONS

microeconomics at theUuiversity of Texas and graduate economics at George Mason

presented analyses related to the competitive effects of mergers and acquisitions to the United

States Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. I have taught undergraduate

10

11

12

13

14

15

University.

2. A copy ofmy vitae is included as Exhibit I-I. My current rate is $510 per hour.

16

17

18

19

9 20

21

22

23

24

25

26

3. At the request ofcounsel for Defendants, NVIDIA Corporation (''NVlDIA'') andATI

Technologies ULC ("ATf') (collectively "Defendants"), I have been asked to review indirect

purchaser Plaintiffs' ("PlaintiffS") allegations, the available information and data related to

relevant products sold by Defendants and to address issues associated with Plaintiffs' motion for

class certification. Specifically, Defendants asked me to address whether connnon proof can be

used to demonstrate that members of the proposed class of indirect purchasers of, computers or

graphics cards suffered impact from the alleged conspiracy and the issue of whether damages

from such claims to individuals in the proposed class can be proven in a common or formulaic

manner. I have also been asked to review and opine on the expert reports filed on behalf of the

Plaintiffs by Dr. Anna Meyendorff and by Dr. Janet S. Netz.!

27 1

28

Declaration ofDr. Anna Meyendorffin Support ofPlaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification,
April 24, 2008 ("Meyendorff Report"); Declaration of Dr. Janet S. Netz in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification, April 24, 2008 ("Netz Report'').
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4. Generally, I understand that Plaintiffs claim that NVIDIA and ATI engaged in a
2

conspiracy with respectto two distinct typesof products, discrete GPU chipsand graphics cards.
3

The conspiracy is alleged to have two dimensions; to fix and maintain supra-competitive prices
4

of these products and to limit competition in innovation by agreeing upon the timing of new
5

prodnctrelease dates.2 The putativeclass is defioed as "[ajll persons and entities residing in the
6

United States who, fr01D December 4, 2002 to the present, purchased indirectly from the
7

Defendants Graphics Processing Units and/orthe discrete graphics cards in whichthey are used
8

or pre-assembled computers that contain such discrete graphics cards for their own use and not
9

for resale.t"

5. Proposedclass members do not purchase directly from Defendants. Many proposed
" 4

classmembers purchaseproducts that Defendants did not manufacture or sell, In orderto prove

that any proposed class memberhas been injuredas a result of the allegedconspiracy, Plaintiffs

must demonstrate first that the Defendants' alleged conduct led to an overcharge to direct

purchasers. in addition to demonstrating that Defendants conspired and raised prices to their

2 Third Amended Consolidated Class Action Complaint by Indirect Purchaser Plaintiffs for
Violation of State and Federal AntitrustLaws, State Consumer ProtectionLaws, and Unjust
Enrichment, January 18,2008 ("TAC''), at'1l'll 1,70,86,95.

3 TAC at 'II 122. There are proposed snbclasses that include residents of certainstates. For the
purposes here, I use the term proposed class members to refer to the various proposed
subclasses.

4 See, for example, these namedPlaintiffs thatpurchasedgraphics cards fromsources other than
Defendants: Martin Tr, 33:21-22, 34:7-17, 42:5-8, IPP 001234 (Martin Ex. 4); Martin Tr,
30:18-22,32:18-33:3, IPP 001233 (Martin: Ex. 3); MatsonTr. 25:12-15, IPP001280, 001328
(Matson Ex. 4); MatsonTr, 21:3-6, IPP 001282, 00132,9 (MatsonEx. 2); MatsonTr;26:21
28:5, 31:6-12; IPP 001399-1400; Matson Tr, 22:17-22, IPP 001281 (Matson Ex. 3);
Saunders Tr, 26:21-27:12, 30:5-15, 37:4-8, IPP 001314-15 (Saunders Ex. 1); Schindelheim
Tr. 18:1-20, 29:7-14, 32:1-2, 35:1-2, 43:13-16, IPP 001252-54 (Schindelheim Ex. 2);
Salazar Tr, 34:1-8, 34:14-20, IPP 001250-51 (Salazar Ex. 1). In addition, these named
Plaintiffs purchasedcomputers fromsources other thanDefendants: HughesTr, 31:5-11, IPP
001207(HughesEx. 2); Hughes Tr. 52:4-9, 52:14-16, IPP 001208,001392-93 (Hughes Ex.
3); Jacobs Tr, 80:17-19, 81:4-7, IPP 001212-14 (JacobsEx. 6); Jacobs Tr, 172:17-173:12,
lPP 001215-17 (Jacobs Ex. 7); JacobsTt. 39:1-10, 39:21-40:1, IPP 001218-20 (Jacobs Ex.
4); Jacobs Tr. 219:5-11, 221:19-222:7, IPP 001209-11 (JacobsEx. 10); Jacobs Tr. 191:10
13,. 193:12-17, IPP 001307-09 (Jacobs Ex. 8); Jacobs Tr. 208:12-209:19, 213:4-7, 213:21
214:4(JacobsEx. 9); JohnsonTr. 40:4-7,40:19-41:6, IPP 001273 (JohnsonEx. 2); Johnson
Tr. 41:15-21, 47:14-48:5, IPP 001274(Johnson Ex. 2); JohnsonTr. 34:11-35:4, 39:13-40:7,

"50:14-16,51:8-13,54:10-14, IPP 001275(Johnson Ex. 2).

2
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1
direct customers, Plaintiffs here must demoustrate that such an overcharge was passed through to

2
them by firms operating in the various distribution channels between direct purchasers and the

3

4

5

proposed class members.

ID. SUMMARY OFCONCLUSIONS

6. Based on my analysis, I have concluded that Plaintiffs have failed to offer a
6

methodology showing that common, class wide proof can be used to establish the fact of injury
7

or impact or to measure damages. To reach this conclusion, I have both conducted roy own
8

analysis of the relevant data and documents, and also analyzed the methodologies offered by
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

! 20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Plaintiffs' two experts.

7. Specifically, I have concluded that:

• Plaintiffs allege a complex and far ranging conspiracy, covering hundreds of highly
differentiated products sold at widely varying prices to hundreds of different direct
purchaser customers. As indirect purchasers, proposed class members must demonstrate
not only that Defendants were able to increase the prices of each of these differentiated
products to their direct purchasers, as a result of the alleged anticompetitive conduct; and
by how much, but that those price increases were passed on by intermediary firms, who
may resell the Defendants' products or who may use the Defendants' products as inputs
in the production of a completely different set of products that are also highly
differentiated.

• Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Meyendorff, claims that all direct purchasers were impacted.
However, this conclusion is not based on any analysis or examination of prices. The
analysis relies solely on her articulation of certain structural characteristics of the
"graphics" industry. Even if this analysis of structure was accurate (and it is not), it does
not demonstrate class wide impact to direct purchasers using common proofor a common
methodology. Dr. Meyendorff has not addressed the considerable complexity in pricing
to direct customers ofATI and NVIDJA that is found in the relevant circumstances. She
has not addressed the heterogeneity in the pricing, and product release, of the
Defendants' different products, offered across different, and independent, business units
(or product groups), to different customers in different markets.

• In order to reasonably assess Plaintiffs' claims of injury from the alleged conspiracy, an
economic analysis must account for the significant differences in products purchased by
proposed class members, including the differences among graphics cards and differences
among computers purchased by proposed class members; the numerous and different
distribution channels through which an alleged price-fixed product could possibly be
traced to the purchase by a proposed class member; as well as the wide variety of
different proposed class members, ranging from class members that are relatively
insensitive to price changes to those that are highly sensitive. An analysis that
determines whether any proposed' class member was impacted from the alleged
conspiracy must take these factors into account. This analysis cannot be done on a class
wide basis but requires a detailed and individualized inquiry.

3
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o Proposedclass members purchasenumerous differentgraphics card or computer products
that vary across many dimensions. A single price-fixed product may be used in many
different products purchased by proposed class members and sold at different prices.
Any analysis that attempts to determine the overcharge passed on from the allegedly
price-fixed products to theproductspurchased by proposedclass members must take into
account the additional product differentiation of the products proposed class members
purchase.

• The problemof estimating the amountof a price or cost increase that is passed on by an
intermediary firm to a final purchaser is a complicated empirical exercise that requires
estimates of relevant demand and supply elasticities for each layer of each possible
distribution chain through which Plaintiffs acquired graphics cards, and, separately,
throughwhich Plaintiffs acquired computers. Even then, in order to obtain the estimate
of the pass-on applicable to any individual proposed class member, the particular
distribution path relevantto that class member'spurchase wouldhave to be known. This
is a highly detailed and individualized exercise that cannot be accomplished with a
methodology or a set of factsthat is commonto all class members.

• The distribution of GPUsand graphics cards involves many firms with varying amounts
of negotiating power, including large computer original equipment manufacturers that
have the abilityto affect the prices of the graphics productsthat they indirectly purchase.
Certainsuch firms negotiate contracts with Defendants to ensure that Defendants' price
increases to direct purchasers will not be passed on through the distribution of those
products to them. If those indirectpurchasers can insulate themselves from the effectof
the allegedovercharge, there is no overcharge from them to be passeddown throughthe
distribution layers to proposedclass members. Alternatively, if the contracts reduce the
overcharge, or alter it in terms of the products or time periods that it affects, then a
method of determining the pass-on from those indirectpurchasers will be different than
the methodfor others.

• A GPU is one component, among many, used in a computer, The cost of a GPU is a
relativelysmallportion of the total cost of a computer. This characteristic makesit even
more difficultto trace an increase in the price of a GPU throughthe various distribution
channels to determine whethertheprice increase affectsthe priceof a computer.

• Dr. Netz assumes that all firms involvedin all stagesof all industries associated with the
distribution of GPUs, graphics cards and computers operate in "very competitive"
markets and that, as a result, a conclusion from the theoretical model of "perfectly
competitive" markets can be applied to those firms. The conclusion is that all of those
firms pass on 100 percent of every cost increase as they incur. This claim is flawed,
First, Dr. Netz's claim that the industries are "very" competitive is not based on any
economic analysis and therefore has no economic meaningor analytic content. Second,
markets that are "very" competitive do not have the requisite characteristics of "perfect
competition" such that conclusions based on. the model of perfect competition can be
applied to them. Third, the markets at issue have numerous characteristics that conflict
with themodel of perfectcompetition.

• Dr. Netz offers three empirical estimates of pass-on, None of these estimates addresses
the relationship betweenthe costof a GPU and the priceof a graphics card or the priceof
a GPU or graphics card and the price of the computer. In fact, none of the regressions
relates in any way to the prices of computers, Each of the three estimates is based on
only a subset of available data, are average relationships that restrict the estimated pass
on coefficient to be the same, the average, for aU transactions, make no attemptto test the

4
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• Examination of the price of an individual GPU and the retail prices of cards
manufactured with that GPU indicatethat different cards made with the same GPU have
different prices that change over time in different ways. Therefore, the relationships
between the GPU price and the graphics cards' prices wouldbe differentand pass-en is
likely to be different, as well, Those data also indicate that relationships would likely
vary across different GPUs: Finally, the data indicateno obvious relationship between
the priceof a GPUand the retail graphics cardmadewith the GPU.

very proposition that she claims,and do not controlfor anymarket factors that may affect
theprice - cost relationship that she estimates. In each case,Plaintiffs' expert recognizes
that prices of the graphic cards at issue vary, but neglects to test whether pass-en
estimates vary. Alternative regressions, based on her broad categories of products,
indicates that pass-en coefficients do vary across those categories, and for some broad
categories arezero.

• In two of the threeregressions Dr. Netzestimates, she excludes certaindata thai do not fit
her claimof pass-on, explicitly recognizing that no one model can be used for all indirect
purchaser transactions.

• Examination of the data that Dr. Netz uses to estimate the regressions indicate that costs
ofparticularproducts toparticularcustomers change, but the prices to those customers do
not change. That is, the data indicate that there are customers where the pass-enof cost
changes is zero. Dr. Netz's regression method, which generates nothing more than an.
average pass-encoefficient, has no capacityto locate those instances of zero pass-enand
therefore her method cannot be used to determine which indirect purchasers may have
been impacted andwhichwerenot.

• An analysis of computer retail prices indicates that computers, sold in the same time
period, under the same brand name, and containing the same graphics card are sold to
consumers at highly variableprices. These data indicate that any relationship between a
GPU chip cost or a graphics card cost is highly complex, requiring analysisof the costs
of the many different components included in the computer purchasedby each proposed
classmember.

8. Section IV describes background information, Section V describes the Plaintiffs'

alleged theory or conspiracy and theory of class wide impact, and Section VI includes an

21 analysis of Plaintiffs' claims of class wide injury.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

"'"""
20. ,,

22 9. A list of material that I considered in preparation of this Declaration is included as

23 Exhibit 1-2. My work in this matter is ongoing. If asked, 1 can augment my opinions as I

24 perform more analysis, or as more relevant information is made available to me. Also, I can

25 respond to anyfurther analysis and opinions put forward by Plaintiffs' experts, ifasked.

26 IV. INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

27 10. The followiug section describes certain background infonnation that is, in my

28 opinion, relevant to the issues of possible impact and alleged damages in this matter. In

5
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A. The Products Included In The Case Are Highly Differentiated

particular, the differentiated nature of the products, prices, customers, and complex distribution

channels is relevant to Plaintiffs' claim that a common method or a model based on a common

set of facts can be used to determine or measure injury from the alleged conspiracy.

computer "chip," that is, a tiny slice of silicon semiconducting material that has on it a series of

electronic circuits, gates and transistors.5
•
6 GPU chips are designed to render graphics images

generated by a computer. 7 The process of creating and displaying an image begins with the

GPU Chips, working together with the software to construct a wire frame of the image. Once

that frame is created, the GPU chip fills in pixels of the image into the frame, and adds lighting,

texture and color. This process can be repeated dozens oftimes per second for fast-paced video

games viewed on a computer monitor. As the image is being created by the GPU chip,

information about each pixel's color and location is stored in memory. The memory is connected

to a converter that translates the image into an analog or digital signal that can be used by the

computer's monitor.' These calculations can be extremely complex and GPU chips can be faster

and more sophisticated than the central processing unit ("CPU") in a compnter.

12. A particular type of GPU chip is called "discrete." The term discrete is commonly

used to refer to a chip that has its own source of memory while "integrated" GPU chips share

memory with the cpu. Discrete GPU chips are found in a wide range of computers and

11. The term Graphics Processing Unit ("GPU") is typically used to describe a type of

1. Graphic ProcessingUnits "GPUs"

5 Declaration ofMathew Skynner, In Re Graphics Processing Units Antitrust Litigation
("Skynner Declaration") at ~4.

6 http://www.futuremark.comlcommunitvlhardwarevocabulary/2/#C.

1 According to NVlDIA, the world's first GPU wasits GeForce 256 product; the first to feature
"an Integrated Transform Engine, Integrated Lighting Engine and a 256-bit Rendering
Engine on a Single Chip." ("NVIDIA Launches the World's First Graphics Processing Unit:
Gef'oroe 256," NVIDIA pressrelease, August 31, 1999)

28 8 http://www.extremetech.comlarticle2l0%2C2845%2C9722%2COO.asp
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1

2
electronic products, including desktop computers, notebookcomputers, workstation computers,

handheld or mobile electronic devices (like PDAs and cell phones), video game consoles (like
3

the Xbox or Playstation), and other more specialized products." In this litigation, the relevant
4

GPU chips are those discrete GPU chips sold to be eventually used in computer applications,
5

including desktop, notebook and workstations. Applications such as cell phones and consoles
6

are excluded." Over theperiod December 2002through 2007,
7

8

9

10

11
13. Defendants sell numerous and differentiated GPU chips. ATI's and NVIDlA's

18

16

transaction data shows that, for desktop, notebook and workstation applications, overthe period
12

December 2002 through 2007, NVIDlA, worldwide, directly sold 261 different discrete GPU
13

chips and AT1, worldwide, directly sold 145 different discrete GPU OhipS.12 And within these
14

15 9 NVIDlA2006 10-Kat 1.

10 TAG al'lf5.

17 II ATI and NVIDlAtransactiondata. The totalnumberofdiscreteGPUs, that is, not limiting the
numberto desktop, workstation, andnotebook, is.146 for ATI and 272 forNVIDlA.

ra It is important to note that there is even more diversity than these statistics suggest The
19 product counts presented are based on data at the "product name" level. For both ATI and

NVIDlA there are multiple part numbers (or SKUs) associated with each productname. These
20 differentSKUscan refer to differences like the number ofdata paths on the Chip, the numberof

"pipes," the silicon revisions, non-leaded status, and packagesize. [Based on conversation with
21 MichaelTurley, ManagerofGPU Business Operations at NVIDlA.]These createdifferences in

the shippedGPU chips and can be related to performance specifications and pricing, Different
22 SKUs can also represent customer-specific part numbers (this is common in the ATl data).

Productname is a field in theNVIDlA transaction data. AT!'s transactiondatabase includes the
23 data field "p_line" which in some cases, appears to be close to a GPU product name, for

example, Radeon X800 Pro, In some oases, however, the "pJine" field does not include
24 sufficient information to identify a particularGPU chip product, but includes oniy information

related to line of products, like Radeon X800. When the ''p_line'' field does not include
25 sufficient information to identifya GPUchipproduct, additional information abouttheproductis

obtained from the data field, "material" whichcontains more detailed information, In order to
26 validate this method of identifying GPU chip products, I confirmed the method with ATl

personnel Trung Nguyen, Senior Business Analyst in the Business Systems & Support
27 Department, and Amelia Lam, Operations Manager, Revenue and Accounting Department and

compared the results of our method to ATI documents that identifyproducts, for example, see
28 "AMD/AffiPartnerMarketingMemo(pMM0004, Rev 20), January 16, 2008.

7
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I
Plaintiffs claim that Defendants conspired to raise the prices of GPU chips, graphics cards, or

2
both. As described in the following section, indirect purchaser Plaintiffs are consumers who

3

4

5

6

havepurchasedeithera graphics cardor a computer for their ownuse and not for resale. Indirect

purchasers do not purchase GPU chips. Defendants'position in the GPU chip business is much

differentthan their positionin the graphics cardbusiness. Defendants compete with many oilier

graphics card suppliers, and Plaintiffs do not claim or offer any theories or evidence that such
7

competitors participate in any alleged conspiracy. 23 If the conspiracy is that Defendants
8

conspired to fix the prices of GPU chips, then proposed class members should be those that
9

purchase graphics cards or computers that contain a Defendants' GPU chip.24 However, if the
10

conspiracyis that Defendants conspired to fix the prices of graphics cards, then proposed class
11

members should be limited to those consumers who purchased a graphics card sold by
12

Defendants and those consumers that purchased computers'that contain graphics cards sold by
13

Defendants. Consumers thatpurchasegraphics cardsmadeby third partiesas well as consumers

thatpurchasedcomputers that contained graphics cardsmadeby third partieswouldbe excluded.
14

IS
20. Proposed class members purchased either graphics cards or computers that include as

16
an input, a graphics card.25 Graphics cards purchased by proposed class members could be

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

graphics cardpriceswhenshe describes collusion in the "market at issue"as "coordination of
launchdates"which are "publiclyannounced." And claims,"[ijfbothfirms raisedpricesIn a
coordinated fashion, customers wouldbe hard pressed to find otherGraphics Cards to buy."
See Meyendorff Report at ~~49, 42. But Dr. Meyendorff also contends there was a
conspiracy in the "graphics solutions industry" which apparentlyincludesNVlDIA,ATI and
Intel, although she describes only the actions of NVlDIA and ATI as anticompetitive,
MeyendorffReportatff46-51.

Dr. Meyendorffalso citesmarketsharesbased on GPUs. See Meyendorff Report, Exhibitsl
and 2. Plaintiffs' expertDr. Netz apparently contends the conspiracyrelated to GPU when
she states, "NVIDIAand ATI/AMD set the price at the top of the distribution chain without
facingsignificant competition whenthey are colluding." Netz Reportat~63.

23 Plaintiffs apparently do not contest that there are numerous independent sellers of graphics
25 cards. SeeNetz ReportatW9.

26 24 Plaintiffs have not offeredany theoryrelatedto a conspiracyto fix the price of OPUs, except
to note that the market is concentrated and that AT! and NVIDIA are the majorcompetitors.

27 SeeTAC at ~66. Plaintiffs' theoryrestson the coordination of graphicscard introductions.

28 25 A strict reading of the Plaintiffs' description of proposed class members indicates that the
class does not include purchasers of notebook computers. The description in the TAC

II
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1
branded ATI cards sold by ATI to some other seller or sellers or another brand ofgraphics card

2
that contains a GPU chip sold by one of the Defendanta/" Computers purchased by proposed

3
class members contain either a graphics card sold by one of the Defendants or a graphics card

4

5

6

that contains a GPU chip sold by one of the Defendants, These products, graphics cards and

computers, are highly differentiated products sold at widely different prices through complex

distribution channels. The differentiatednature of the products reflects the differentiated nature
7

of demand'and is relevant to the discussion of whether the pass on of an alleged overcharge on
8

GPU chips or graphics cards sold by Defendants can be determined or measured with a method
9

connnon to all indirectpurchasers.
10

11
21. Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Netz, agrees wiih many of the observations about the graphic

cards and computer products and prices described below. She agrees that products are highly
12

differentiated, that retailers that sell products to proposed class members engaged in different
13

selling strategies and that as a result, prices of products purchased by proposed class members
14

are highly variable. The disagreement between Plaintiffs' expert and myselfis not on the market
15

facts, but on how those facts relate to whether Impact to each class member can be demonstrated
16

on a class wide basis. As will be discussed in the fullowing section,Dr. Netz's theory ofinjury
17

18
is based on a premise that 100percent of an overcharge to direct purchasers is passed on through

distribution channels to consumers when firms in those distribution channels operate in

i
I

19
"perfectly competitive" markets. Again, Dr. Netz and I do not disagree. In the textbook model

20
of perfect competition with a perfectly elastic industry supply, 100 percent of an industry-wide

24 26

21

22

23

25

26

27

28

cost shock will be passed on by all firms, Dr. Netz also agrees that "perfectly competitive"

includes purchasers of computers"that contain discrete graphics cards." That is, notebook
computers generallydo not contain graphicscards.

See for example, ClofineTr, 94:14-22, 96:12-15, IPP 001312-13(Clofine Ex. 5) (purchased
ASUS V7100 graphics card that contains NVIDIA GeForce2 MX GPU); Crawford Tr.
35:22-36:4, IPP 001301-05 (Crawford Ex. 1) (purchased MSI Starforce graphics card that
contains NVIDIA, GeForce FX 5200 GPU); Hartshorn Tr. 40:8-11, 53:5-8, IPP 001201
(Hartshorn Ex. 1) (purchased MSI graphics card that contains NVIDIA GeForce 6600GT
GPU); Martin Tr. 32:18-33:3, IPP 001233(Martin Ex. 3) (purchased ASUS graphics card
that contains NVIDIA GeForce N6800 GPU); Schindelheim Tr, 18:1-20, 29:7-14, 35:1-2,
43:13-16, IPP 001252-54 (Schindelheim Ex. 2) (purchased Gigabyte graphics card that
containsNVIDIA GeForce7600GT GPU)

12
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1

2
markets are a "textbook condition and not evident in thereal world. ,,27 Yet, she continues to rely

on this result and the model from which it is generated as a theoretical basis for claiming that
3

pass-on in the markets at issue in this case will always be 100 percent. Clearly, the industries at
4

issue here are not examples of the textbook "perfectly competitive" markets from which this
5

result is derived. They are characterized by substantial product differentiation, competition
6

along more dimensions than price, and firms with different cost stmctures. Perfect competition
7

8

9

10

is characterized by homogeneous products, identical firms with identical cost structures, free

entry and exit, and many other heroic assumptions. Once such assumptions ate relaxed and we

evaluate the reality of markets for GPU chips, graphics cards, and computers, as well as the

markets for the distribution of those products, one cannot simply assume that each reseller will
11

pass ou any overcharge at all, let alone that pass on will be the same for all firms and be 100
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

M 20
!

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

percent.

1. Graphics Cards Purchased by Proposed Class Members

22. Proposed class members purchase graphics cards for desktop and workstation

computers. The graphic cards, available at a variety ofdifferent retail outlets, can be purchased

by consumers and inserted into a desktup computer or a workstation computer. Consumers can

purchase new graphics cards for existing computers tu upgrade the computer's graphics

capabilities. Like the GPU chips that they contain, graphic cards are also highly differentiated

products, with varying performance characteristics, manufactured by numerous different

companies and sold under various brand names. 28

23: One differentiating factor among graphics cards is fhe GPU chip. As discussed

above, there are numerous and highly differentiated GPU chips used iu both desktop and

workstation applications. In addition to the diversity across graphics card products due to the

various GPU chlps that may be used as inputs, there are a number ofother product characteristics

21 NetzReportat~~61-62.

28 Exhibit 1-11 is a Jist of selected graphics cards available over the period 2004 through 2006.
This list was compiled from Sharky Extreme's monthly price guide. The guide provides
information on a variety of graphics cards and searches to find lowest price for graphic cards.

13
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I

2
from HewlettPackard, and a $15,000 computer."

33. The named Plaintiffs purchased highly diverse computers from a variety of different
3

retail outlets. Michael Brooks purchased a "Mac mini" for $624 from The Apple Store. 50 Good
4

Sense Financial Services purchased a Compaq computer for $917 from Burtt PC Consulting,
5

Dan Perkel purchased a Apple Powerbook for $2,139 from The Scholar's Workstation, and
6

Daniel Yohamen purchased a Compaq D530 for $1,175 from Santa Fe Computer Works while
7

Ron Davisou purchased a "Power Mac" for about $3000 dollara"
8

34. Computer retailers include retail stores owned and operated by brand name OEMs,
9

such as Sony and Apple; chain electronics stores such as Best Buy, Fry's Electronics, and Circuit
10

City; mass-marketers such as Wal-Mart, Kmart; and Target; office supply stores such as Staples
11

12

13

14

and Office Depot; as well as smaller, local outlets such as those from whom some of the named

Plaintiffs purchased, In addition, high-end computer sellers, like Falcon Northwest, may offer

custom designed products and sell directly to consumers through on-line distribution, These

various retailers and system builders have different sales and pricing strategies and may target
15

entirely different segments ofcomputer purchasers. $2

16

24

18

21

23

49 For example, the HP a6410t desktop computer, with a 128 ME GeForce 8400 DVI-I, VGA
17 graphics card is available at $419.99 while a custom built Falcon Northwest computer with

two NVIDlA 9800GX2 1024 ME graphics cards is available for $15,938.

50 Brooks Tr.43:16-22, 68:2-6, IPP 001148 (Brooks Ex. 2).
19

51 See Preve Tr. (Good Sense Financial) 21:4-12, 25:14-26:21, 31:5-10, IPP 001199-2000 (preve
20 Ex. I) (where the price of $917.58 apparently included 3 items: on-site PC work, the

computer, and virus protection software. Mr. Preve did not know how much the items would
cost separately; and the receipt reflects as a "bundle" 1GB free Ram.) Perkel Tr. 98:18-99:2,
103:4-9, 106:12-15, IPP 001310 (Perkel Ex. 3), Yohalem Tr. 42:5-43:5, 45:22-46:2, IPP
001268 (Yohalem Ex. 2), and Davison Tr, 39:19-40:11, 49:10-14, 86:20-21, IPP 001152-53
(Davison Ex; 1). A list of the named Plaintiffs' computer purchases is providedin Exhibit 1
20. The Exhibit provides information on the type of computer, the graphics card or GPU in
the compnter, the price of the computer, as well as the date and location of the computer
purchase.

22

l

25 52 See Exhibit 1-21. See also, Erdmann Tr. 13:13-14:13, 19:22-20:2, 34:5-13, IPP 001177
(Erdmann Ex. 1) (purchased a Vista Matrix machine with NVIDlA GeForce 7600GT

26 graphics card from Big Bear Tech in Yamouth, Maine); Preve Tr, (Good Sense Financial)
21:4-5,21:11-12,24:2-5,31:5-10, IPP 001199-2000 (Preve Ex. I) (purchased a refurbished

27 Compaq computer with AT! Radeon 7500 graphics card from Burtt PC Consulting, Inc., in
Concord, NH); Perkel Tr. 98:18-99:2, 106:12-15, IPP 001310 (Perkel Ex. 3) (purchased an

28 Apple PowerBook computer with AT! Mobility Radeon 9000 graphics card from the
Scholar's Workstation store in Berkeley, CA); Stewart Tr. 27:17-29:3, IPP 001263-64

19
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1
35. Computer suppliers' marketing strategies vary in terms of whether they offer

2
consumers the options of configuring the computer, including selecting from among certain

3
grsphics card options for a given computer, or whether the computer options are "packaged" and

4
no options are offered. Sony and Apple, for example offer packaged computers.53 The method

5
for determining whether or not a GPU chip price increase or a grsphics card price increase is

6
passed through in the form of a higher computer price will be different for computer suppliers

7
who offer a customized product versus those suppliers that offer a packaged product. In the

8
latter case, determining whether a particular supplier passed on an unjustified price increase

9
would require examination of aU of the other components in the computer, the costs of those

10
components and an analysis of how a change in the priceofa GPU chip or graphics card affected

11
the price ofcomputer, holding constant the cost of the other components. In the former case, the

12
analysis would focus on the cost of the GPU chip or the graphics card and the price at which the

13
graphics card option was offered to the consumer. Dr. Netz describes a potential method for

14
estimatingwhether the price ofa customizable computer's increased when the price ofa graphics

15
card increased. The method is based ou the assumption that she can "observe the price of a

16
given PC system and then how the price of the system changes as the user chooses to purchase

17 .
an additional (or different) discrete GPU or Graphics Card." 54 Dr. Netz offers no method for

18
determining Whether any aUeged overcharge would be passed through in the price of a packaged

(Stewart Ex. 2) (purchased an Apple MacMini desktop computer with ATI Radeon 9200 .
grsphics card from the NYU bookstore in New York City, NY); Yohalem Tr, 42:5-43:5, 11'1'
00126.8 (Yohalem Ex. 2 ) (purchased an ill/Compaq D530 desktop computer with NVIDIA
Quadro 4 NVS graphics card from Santa Fe Computer Works, Santa Fe, NM).

53 hitD://www.bestbuy.comisite/olspage.isp?skuId=8764465&type=oroducl&id=12038l5206548;
http://www.bestbuy.comisiteiolspage.jsp?skuId=8763386&productCategoryld~abcat050100

5&type=oroduct&tab-l&id~12038l5902826#Productdetai1 Davison Tr. 82:15-83:15,88:5
7, 100:3-14(for purchase of Apple l7-inch MacBook Pro with AT! Radeon x1600, purchaser
did not have a choice ofwhich GPU came with computer).

54 Netz Report at ~89.

55 Netz Report at ~89.

19
computer. 55

36. Analyzing whether a supplier passes on anaUeged overcharge to consumers who1
20

. 21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

20
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3. Product Differentiation and Establishing Class Wide Impact

purchase customized computers may be differentdepending on what options are offered and how

the options are offered. Dell enables consumers to customize certain 'components of the

computer, including for at least some computers, the graphics components. Dell generallyoffers

a "default" graphics card included in the system, but at some point in the transaction, the

consumer is provided an opportunity to select another graphics card from among a set of

graphics card options Dell offers for that computer. For example, a consumer might choose from

among Dell's computer models, the XPS 630 Desktop.56 That computer model, with the default

graphics card, GeForce 8800 GT 512 MB, as well as other components, is available at a reteil

price of $1,199. According to Dell, thecost of the default graphics card is "included" in the

computer price. Five other graphic cards are offered and selection of one of those options will

change the price of the computer, with the selection of some options leading to a higher overall

price and others to a lower price. That is, Dell does not provide prices ofthe various options,but

does provide the difference between the default card and other graphics card options,57

37. The discussion above establishes that a) products purchased by proposed class

members are highly differentiated b) computers purchases' by proposed class members are

different than purchases of graphics cards and c) prices of computers and graphics card products

are highly variable and reflect product differentiation, varying consumer preferences, as well as

21 differences among OEMs, system builders, or other sellers.

22 38. The implications for determining impact or injury to indirect purchasers on a class

23 wide basis are that, 'first, any model designed to measure the effect of the conspiracy on indirect

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

'l 20

24 56 The transaction options can be seen in Exhibit 1-22.

25 57 Dr. Netz claims that prices of the graphics components are observable in Dell computer
transactions. But this is not the case. Only the difference between the default graphics

26 option and other available options are observable. As discussed below, Dr. Netz's method is
to match data on the prices of graphics cards (and, according to her GPUs) and prices of

27 .oomputers. This is substantially more complex if those prices are not observable, and instead
price differentials between one particular graphics card and another graphics card are

28 observed. See Netz Report aQ189.

21
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1
elasticities of supply and demand can vary depending upou location, time, product, as well as

2
other variables. Determining whether and to what extent a price increase may be passed from a

3
mauufacturer through a single distribution channel to a consumer, given the assumptions of these

4

5
models, requires estimates ofsuch elasticities for particular buyers and sellers at particular points

in time for particular products.
6

62.. Determining whether or to what extent an alleged overcharge on a GPU chip or a

graphics card is passed on through the various distribution channels to an indirect purchaser of a

graphics card or computer is clearly a more complex problem than the one described above.

First, it should be clear that none of the markets at issue have characteristics of a perfectly

competitive market with a perfectly elastic industry supply curve that results in 100 percent pass

through for all firms. Also, there are a number: of other observable characteristics about the

relevant products and industries that indicate pass-on rates will vary and determining pass-on

will be highly individualized. For example, there are many layers of distribution between the
13

14
allegedly price-fixed product and the indirect purchaser, rather than a single layer; and there are

7

8

9

IO

II

12

15
many different possible paths amoug these layers that potentially trace the path from a GPU chip

16
to an indirect purchaser (or a graphic card to an indirect purchaser). Determination ofpass-on for

17
an individual proposed class member requires identifying the particular channel of distribution

18

19

20

21

relevant to that class member's purchase and tracing the overcharge from the Defendants through

the distribution paths to the indirect purchaser. Such paths involve different kinds of firms, as

well as different firms ofa given type. The market conditions, including the degree and extent of

competition faced by firms within these different channels vary. There are also different and
22

complex relationships between some firms at different points within these channels of

distribution. These conditions affectthe supply and demand elasticities relevant to determining

whether a price increase is passed on from one level of distribution to another and whether any

26
portion ofthe price increase will be ultimately passed on to the indirect purchaser.

63. Complicating the issue of pass-en farther is the fact that a discrete GPU chip is a
27

compouent of a graphics card and a graphics card is a component of a computer. The cost of a

23

24

25

28

33
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2

3

GPU is only one portion of the cost of a card and a smallerportion of the cost of a computer,

The fact that the alleged price-fixed productmay be a small portion of the cost of the product

purchased by the indirectpurchasermakes it difficult to estimate whetheran overcharge on that
4

productis passedon and the amountofthe overcharge that is passedon.87

5
64. In the following section, I first describe certainchains of distribution that begin with

6
an allegedprice-fixed productand end with the purchaseofwhat may be some otherproductby

7

8

9

a proposedclass member. The discussion shows that there are many circuitous possible routes

through which a GPU chip or a graphics card sold by a Defendant could make its way into a

product ultimately purchased by an indirect Plaintiff. I then describe some of the market
10

conditions and characteristics relevantto firms that operate in the variousdistribution chainsand

I,

11

12

13

14

15

16

discusswhy such conditions would matterto the Plaintiffs' theoryof pass-en. Finally, I evaluate

Plaintiffs' claims related to an empirical relationship betweenchanges in cost for certain firms

and changes in the prices those firms charge. As one would expect, given the complexities of

this business, theserelationships vary acrossproducts and for someproducts, indicate that pass

on doesnot occur.

65. Beforemovingon, however, "perfectlycompetitive" marketsin which pass-en is 100
17

18

19

~
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

87 Dr. Netz agrees that the cost of graphics card amounts to a small amount of the cost of a
computer. She finds examples where the graphics cards accounts for 2.9 percent and 27.3
percentof the cost of a computer. Netz Report at 1183, fn, 117 (AMD054_0001664Q-42).
Obviously, if the cost of the graphics card accounts for a small amount of the cost of a
computer, the cost of a GPU chip accounts for \U1 even smalleramount. Dr. Netz arguesthat
a cost increase, no matterhow small, wouldbe passedon and cites "documentary evidence"
for this claim She claimsthat freight cost increases incurred by ATI, in amounts as little as

.03 er chi were ssedalo to di ect custo ers e docum t she cites

34
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I

2

3

4

5

percent for all firms should be distinguished from markets or industries that characterize

themselves as "highly competitive" or "intensely competitive." It is the latter that forms the

basis ofPlaintiffs' expert's conclusion that pass-en in the present case is 100 percent. Dr. Netz

collects various passages quoted from various industry participants and market analysts that

describe the' businesses in which various firms involved in the distribution of GPU chips,
6

graphics card, and compnters operate as "competitive."gg These quotes form the basis of her
7

conclusion that all such firms operate in "very competitive" industries and that, as a result she
8

expects "the pass-through rate to be close to 100%."89
9

66. An economist evaluating whether or not or the degree to which a market is
10

competitive lypically engages in some lype of economic analysis. That analysis may involve
11

identification of the participants and measurement of concentration statistics, collection of price
12

or margin data, evaluation of entry and exit conditions, or any number of economic
13

characteristics that may be relevant Dr. Netz has not performed any economic analysis related
14

to this issue, but has simply taken certsin passages from firms' IO-K filings, annual reports or
IS

other company descriptions. This information is not sufficieut for an economist to reach
16

conclusions about the competitive natore of a market and may be wholly irrelevant. Indeed, if
17

this information indicates that markets are competitive, then Plaintiffs here should drop their
18

claims of conspiracy. NVIDIA and AMD (ATl's parent company) both report operating in
19

"intensely competitive" markets.90 Moreover, the information that is containedin Dr. Netz's
20

qnotes is inconsistent with the conclusion that the firms are operating in markets similar to
21

perfectly competitive markets."
22

28

27

23 ss NetzReport, fit. 89-101.

g9Netz Report at 1f 63.
24

9' See for example NVIDIA 1O-K, filed April 25, 2003 at 7 and AMD IO-K for the year euded
25 December 312006 at 13. Dr. Netz's own quotes indicate that ATI was a participant in these

intensely competitive markets. See Netz Report, fit. 92
26

91 For example, there are numerous quotes included by Dr. Netz, that indicate competition
occurs over various non-price dhnensions. [One, among many, is found in Netz Report, fit.
89 where Sanmina SC Corp states that its "primary competitive strengths include our ability
to provide global end-to-end services, our product design and engineering resources,
advanced technologies, high quality manufacturing assembly and test services, customer
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I

2
B. AnalysisOfPass-On Requires Identifying And Analyzing Multiple

3 And Different Distribution "Chains"

4
67. Plaintiffs allege Defendants conspired to raise the prices of GPU chips and graphics

5
cards through the manipulation of new product introductions, and as a result, proposed class

6
members paid higher prices for graphics cards and computers. Plaintiffs also claim that when the

7

8

9

"GPUs and graphics cards are purchased by consumers as part of a computer purchase, they are

distinct, physically discrete hardware elements of the computer that are traceable throughout the

chain ofdistribution to the end user and do not undergo any significant alterations in their transit
10

through that chain." 92

11
68. Plaintiffs, while recognizing the importance of being "traceable throughout the

chain," mischaracterize and oversimplify the numerous chains through which the GPU chip or

graphics card makes its way to the proposed class member's computer purchase. Similarly, there

are different, but still numerous and complex, chains through which a GPU chip makes its way

into a proposed class member's graphics card purchase. These "chains," which begin with either

a GPU chip or a graphics card sold by a Defendant and end in either a graphics card or a

computer sold by an entirely different entity involve numerous transactions and many different

types of firms engaged in different mannfactoriug and selling activities at different levels.93

focus, expertise in serving diverse end markets and an experience management team."]
Other quotes indicate firms have varying cost structures, which is also inconsistent with the
assumption ofperfect competition. [See'for example in Netz Report, fu.89 where Flextronics
states, "Our segment and business unit strategy offers OEMs the economies of scale of
centralized core services..." and Netz Report, fu. 90 where Inventec .states.that it "moved

. production to mainland China to lower costs" and Netz Report, fn. 92 where PNY compares
itself to competitors who "have the ability to mannfactore competitive products at lower
costs as a result of their vertical integration."] Other quotes indicate that the number of
competiog firms is small, certainly relative to the number one would expect in a perfectly
competitive market [See Netz Report, fu. 93 where Ingram Micro stetes, "The three largest
broadline distributors are battling for PC market share..."]

92 Plaintiffs claim that product tracing is possible because GPUs retain a logo and are
26 identifiable by part or serial number. Plaintiffs are apparently suggestiog that "tracing"

should be done on the basis of individual parts, and that the tracing cannot be done class
wide. See TAC at ~61.27

25

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

l
20

,

21

22

23

24

28 93 The prices charged by Defendants at the first stage of these various chains vary by product
and customer; the prices can be affected by rebates, discounts, price protection programs,

36
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1

2

3

Moreover, at the end of the various chains, proposed class members purchase graphic cards or

computers that are significantly and meaningfully differentiated from a wide variety ofdifferent

firms at a wide array of different prices. Below, I attempt to describe some of the ways a
4

desktop GPU chip, sold by one ofthe Defendants, could end up in a desktop computer purchased
5

6

7

by an individual class member.

69. Importantly, the possible transactions described below, involved in the sale of a

desktop GPU chip that is ultimately part ofa desktop computer, are potentially different from the
8

possible transactions involved in the sale of a GPU chip. that is ultimately part of a notebook or

70. As described above, a discrete desktop GPU chip is designed and sold to be used as

workstation computer. Direct customers that purchase discrete desktop GPU chips can be

different from the customers that purchase discrete notebook GPU chips. The reasons for this

are the differences in the way the GPU chip is used in the different types of computers, that is,

desktop GPU chips are typically used as an input to a graphics card while notebook GPU chips

are not. So, the firms that specialize in graphic cards will not play the same role in the various

distribution chains for notebook computers as they do for desktop computers. Similarly,

workstation computers are typically specialized, high performance, expensive computers relative

to desktop computers.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1. Possible Transactions From a Desktop GPU Chip to a Desktop
Computer

an input in a desktop computer. Defendants collectively have sold numerous different desktop
21

GPU chips during the Class Period to many different direct buyers. For example, ATr sold 95
22

different Desktop GPU chips to 192 different customers at prices ranging from about_
23
•. That is, the product considered here is not a single, homogeneous product, but a large

24

25

26

27

28

group of differentiated products with various performance characteristics, purchased by various

incentive programs; the price of the initial purchase may be a GPU, a bundle of GPUs, or a
"kit" where the GPU is bundled with memory. The price may be determined by individual
negotiations between a Defendant and a particular customer and those negotiations may be
affected by whether the GPU is sold to the customer to be used in a branded computer, such
as Dell or Hewlett-Packard.
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customersat different prices reflecting not only those different performance characteristics, but

also the differentdemand characteristics of buyers.

1

2

3

4
71. Defendants sell desktop GPU chips directly to a number of different types of

i
i

customers that engage in different activities, sell to different customers themselves, and have
5

differenttypes of relationships with the customers to whichthey sell.94 DiscreteGPU chipsused
6

in desktop computer applications are sold by the Defendants to Add-In-Board manufacturers
.7

("AlBs") who make and sell graphics boards (as well as other products), Original Design
8

Manufacturers ("ODMs") who design. manufacture and sell components and computers,
9

Original Equipment Manufacturers ("OEMs") who may manufacture, assemble, market and/or
10

sell computers 'orwho contrsctwith ODMsor other contrsctmanufacturers for the production of
II

these products, and distributors who repackageand sell the GPU chips to AlBs, ODMs, OEMs,
12

and otherdistributors, amongothers."
13 n. Each of these groups of direct buyers of GPU chips engages in different activities

16

25

24

26

14
with respect to the GPU chip purchased from the Defendantand sell to various other types of

15
firms. Consideran AlB whobuys a GPU chip from one of the Defendants. There are numerous

AlBs that purchase GPU chips designed to be used in desktop computers from Defendants,
17

including PNY, BFG, eVGA, Sapphire, Palit, Gigabyte, Sparkle, and Leadtek, among others.96

18
An individual AlB may manufacture a graphics card, or a number of different graphics cards,

19
using the same GPU chip purchasedfrom a Defendant. The graphics cards may be "branded"

20
and sold to a "systems integrator," such as Alienware or Falcon Northwest, an ODM who

21
manufactures computers for OEMs or to an OEM. Alternatively, the AlB may sell the graphics

22

23 94 Dr. Netz agrees that Defendants sell to a wide variety of different direct purchasers and even
that categories of companies can be "somewhatnebulous. Manycompanies fall intomultiple
categories, depending on which client they are servicing and many companies have evolved
from one category to anotherover time." SeeNetz Reportat W5. Ai; with the case of highly
differentiated products, Dr. Netz agreesthat thesecomplex conditions exist in the distribution
of products, but brushes the complexity aside, with the assumption that all industries are
"very" competitive andthereforepass on will be complete.

27 95 See SkynnerDeclaration at ml33-38, FisherDeclaration at ml25-30.

28 96 Exhibit1-16 presented a list of someAlBs.
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1
card to a distributorwho resells the cards to smaller computer manufacturers that- may want to

2
purchase a varietyof computercomponents fromone source."

At this point, while the discrete desktop GPU chip is no longer sold as a separate

Complicating this picture further, Defendants sell graphics cards as well as GPU76.

75.

chain.

computers. ODME also produce generic, or "white box." computers that other OEMs or

or Dell. The prices of GPU chips sold by a Defendant to the ODM can be affected by

contractual relationships between the Defendant and the OEM for which the ODM is producing

computer sellers purchase off-the-shelf In this case, the GPU chip (or graphics card purchased

from an AlB) may be purchased by the ODM under different contractual terms than the GPU

chip (or graphics card) purchased pursuant to a contractwith an OEM. That is, the "chain" of

transactions from the direct purchase of the GPU chip by a Defendant to ail indirect purchaser

73. A distributorthat purchases a GPU chip from a Defendsnt repackages the productand

may sell to sub-distributors, AlBs, ODME, and OEMs. Distributors who purchase GPU chips

directly include EDOM and Atlantic Semiconductor. Direct sales to distributors "add" a

transactionto the chain oftransactions fromthe Defendantto an Indirectpurchaser.

74. Componentmanufacturers or computer manufacturers that purchase GPU chips from

can be affected by certain and varying relationships between the various firms Involved In the

product but residesIn a graphicscard within a computer, there can be at least several transactions

between the product and an Individual class member. Computer manufacturers or sellers may

sell to resellers, distribution partners, independent distributors, mass merchandiser brick and

mortar stores or online stores, office supply stores, company owned and operated retail outlets,

or directly to consumersIn other ways.

3

4

5

6

7

8
a Defendant use the GPU chip to produce a graphics card or a computer. Some ODMs or other

9
contractmanufacturers produce products for Tier One computerOEMs, such as Hewlett Packard

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

1

27 97

28
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24
customers.

25
sells.

26
79.

27

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

[0

11

12

13

14

15

16

[7

18

19

'1 20

1 21

22

23

chips. NVIDIA and ATl sell desktop graphics cards to ODMs and OEMs, who use the graphics

card as an input in the computers they manufacture or market, to distributors who resell the

graphics cards to ODMs and OEMs, and to system integrators."

77. As this discussion illustrates, there is no single, traceable "chain" that links a GPU

chip, or graphics card, sold by one of the Defendants to a computer purchase by a proposed

indirect class member that purchases a computer. There are multiple possible chains, traceable

only by determining first, what computer was purchased, from what retailer outlet and when,

then determining where that retailer obtained the computer, and if, the retailer- obtained the

computer directly from the manufacturer, who that manufacturer was, from whom the

manufacturer .obtained the graphics card in the computer, what finn manufactured the graphics

card, and where that firm obtained the GPU chip. Exhibit 1-28 is a schematic that attempts to

display the transactions from a GPU chip to the named Plaintiffs' purchases of computers. As

the Exhibit shows, even among the named Plaintiffs, there are different chains and the actual

chain, from the GPU chip to the individual named Plaintiffs is not traceable beyond knowing

from which retailer the named Plaintiff purchased, In the least complex chain, one of the

Defendants may have sold a graphics card to an OEM, who manufactured its own computers and

who then resold the computer to a named Plaintiff. However, it is possible that the chain is much

more complex, involving the sale of a GPU chip, the sale of graphics card and the sale of a

computer involving possibly distributors, an AlB, an ODM, an OEM, and a retailer.

78. lu addition, as noted above, the "chains" that potentially describe the path from a

GPU chip or a graphics card to a proposed class member's computer purchase are likely to be

different than the "chains" that potentially describe the path of a GPU chip or graphics card to a

proposed class member's purchase of a graphics cards. Exhibit 1-29 is a list of one AlB's

The Exhibit shows the numerous different types of customers to whom this AlB

Plaintiffs' theory of pass-on simply ignores the existence of these multiple chains and

28 9S See Skynner Declaration 'iI'i152-56, Fisher Declaration at'il46.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

the pricing decisions of each intermediary. that all sellers and resellers would pass on any

overcharge to direct purchasers through 100% to indirectpurchasers. While clearlyconvenient

for indirectpurchasers, this assumption contradicts all of the authorities citedby Dr. Netzrelated

to appropriately determining whether and to what extent a seller or reseller passes on a price

increase. The assumption also eliminates the need ofdeveloping a commonmethodto estimate

the pass-orr rate. That is, tracingthe overcharge from the directpurchaser to the proposed class

member and estimating (or at least recognizing the existence of) relevant supply and demand

elasticities are clearly important to determine whether and to what extent sellers pass-en

overcharges. Yet; Plaintiffs offer nothing on either of these two issues, except to assume that

.tbeyare irrelevant,

C. Analysis OfPass On GivenDifferencesIn Pricing Across Firms
13

14

15

16

17

\ 18,
1
I 19

H 20
j

21

80. Whether or not an alleged overcharge on a GPU chip. used as an input in the

production of a computercan be passed on to a proposedclass member in the form of a higher

computer price depends on whether the overcharge can be passed on to the computer supplier.

As described above, among the ways a GPU chip can be traced to a proposed class member's

computer purchase,a GPU chip can be sold to an OEM,who producesand sells computers, or to

an ODM, who producescomputers for an OEM,who then brands and sells the computers. The

tenus and conditions under which the ODM and OEM operate can affect whether an alleged

overcharge to an ODM direct purchaser can be passed on to the OEM and then through the

22 distribution chain to the proposedclass member.

23 81. OEMsthat rely on ODMsto manufacture compnters soldwith theirbrandnames(or

24 parts of the computers) do not always directly purchase the components for the computers,

25 including GPU chips or graphics cards. As described above, some OEMs rely on ODMs to

26 purchase components and assemblethe computer products.99 The OEMs however, can remain

27

28
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1

2

3

involved in the selection of components, such as graphics components, and can, through

negotiation with suppliers suchas the Defendants, affect their cost of the graphics products used

in their computers, irrespective of the cost of the graphics components paid by the direct
4

purchaser ODM. IOll For example, an OEM and NVlDIA may engage in negotiations to
5

determine the specifications of the graphics components that will be used in the OEMscomputer
6

products. 101 As part of the negotiations, the OEMandNVlDIA may agreeon a cost to the OEM
7

of the components. The cost of the component to the ODM, who is the directpurchaserof the
.8

component from the Defendant, mayor maynot be the same as the pricenegotiated betweenthe
9

OEM and the Defendant. The ODM then manufacturers the computerwith the components it
10

purchased and sells the computer to the OEM. If the ODM charges the OEM more than the
11

amount negotiated between the OEM and the Defendant for the graphics components in the
12

computer, the OEMwill obtaina rebatein the amountof the differencefromthe Defendant.102

13
82.The .effect of OEM price negotiations can be seen in transaction data and rebate

14
information in the NVlDIA data. Exhibit1-30 showspricing for theNVlDIAG72M-Nnotebook

20 100

15
GPU chip to a selected group of the direct purchasers.

101

24 102 See SkynnerDeclaration at
Deolaratio 9-14.
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83. The economic rationale for such arrangements is that the OEM, in particular the

branded OEM for whomlarge volumes of purchases is more likely, is the economic agent that

selects the component supplier and the particular components. That is, an OEM suchas Dellor

Hewlett-Packard, is the "important" customer to NVIDIA. Those OEMs sell large volumes of

computers (and therefore are responsible for the purchase of large volumes of GPU chips) on a

regularbasis and are the decision makers regarding whichgraphics supplier is selected andwhat

products are to be purchased fromthe graphics supplier for those OEMs' computers. An ODM,

on the other hand, is in a muchdifferentposition. It purchases the components selected by the

OEM and manufactures the computer with those components but may not be the decision maker

as to which GPUchipsupplier is selected. In addition, someODMs manufacture computers for

more than one OEM, smallercomputer suppliers, and even for themselves.106 The GPU chip

supplierand ultimate buyerboth have an incentive to keepnegotiated price information between

103

104 01-2002 to 12-2004 Rebate Activity Report.txt and 01-2005 to 12-2007 Rebate Activity
Report.txt.

27' 105

28 106 For example ASUS markets computers underits ownbrand.
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84. Anotherfactorthat complicates the tracingof an allegedovercharge on a GPUchipto

the two of them,.and away from the ODM, just as those negotiating parties would have an

incentive to keep such information out of the hands of the suppliers' other customers and the

OEM's competitors.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

D. Analysis OfPass On Given That GPU Chips And Graphics Cards Are
Components OfProducts Purchased By Indirect Purchasers

the purchase of a graphics card or computer by a proposed class member or the tracingof an
8

alleged overcharge on a graphics card to the purchase of a computer is that both the GPU chip
9

and the graphics card, the prices that are alleged to have been fixed, are components of those

DavisonTr, 39:19-40:11, 49:10-14,86:20-21, IPP001152-53 (DavisonEx. 1)

108 Given that GPU chip prices vary by customerand over time, it is not possible to determine
the actual cost of the GPU chip that should be compared to the price of Mr. Davison's
computer. This problemis relevant to the Plaintiffs' claimthat an overcharge can be traced

10
productspurchased by proposed class members.

85. As described above,named Plaintiffs that purchased computers paid a range ofprices

for the computer. The computers are soldwith a widerangeof graphicscards included. Thereis

no information regarding the cost of the graphics card, either to the computer seller or to tha

naroedpiaintiff that purchased the computer. At least some of the graphics cards are available

for sale to consumers at retail. A comparison ofthose retailprices of graphicscardsto theprices

of the computers purchased by named Plaintiffs shows that those retail prices are low, relative

the price of the computer. For example, Ron Davison purchased a Power Mac computer for

about $3,000 on June23, 2004. The computer contained an AT! Radeon9600 XI 1281l'1egabyte

graphics card.I07 At retail the price of AT! Radeon 9600 XI i28 megabytegraphics card sold

on June 30,2004$143,or less than five percentof the priceof the computer. Thisamountlikely

overstates the cost of the graphics card to the computer seller. The cost of the GPU chip

contained in the graphics card that is sold with the computer accounts for an eveu smaller

amount of the computer. For example, the price of the GPU chip used in the card in the

computerMr. Davisonpurchasedmay have cost about$66, about two percentof the priceof the

computer, lOS Exhibit.1-32 shows the prices of computers purchased by named Plaintiffs, retail

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

,..., , 20
f
f

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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1
prices of the graphics cards contained in the computers, and possible prices of GPU chips that

2
'are used in the production of each graphics card, where such identification was possible. The

3

4

5

Exhibit demonstrates that graphics card prices account for a small amount of the overall

computer price.

86. Similarly, the cost ofa GPU chipaccounts for a smallamountof the retailpriceof the
6

graphics card. Plaintiffs claim that Defendants conspired to coordinate the retail prices and
7

8

9

introduction ofcertaingraphicscards. Theyidentify22products, 11pairs ofproducts, fur which

theyclaimDefendants conspiredto affect themanufacturers suggestedretailprice ("MSRP"). A

comparison of those MSRPs to the cost of the GPUchips that are containedin the graphics cards
lQ

demonstrates that the GPU chip cost varies significantly and that the GPU chip cost can be a
11

12

13

very smallamount of the MSRPfor the graphics card. For example, Plaintiffs identify a pair of

competing graphics cards, the GeForce 6800GT forNVIDIA and the RadeonX800Profor AT!,

that were affectedby the alleged conspiracy. Plaintiffs claim that the MSRP for both graphics
14

cards was $399. The prices of the GPU chips contained in the Radeon X800 Pro ranged from
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

. The prices of the GPU chips

. Exhibit1-33 showsa comparison of each of theproductpairs identified by

Plaintiffs in the TAe, the claimedMSRPof eachpair,and the price range of theunderlying GPU

chips contained in those pairs. The Exhibitshowsthe range of GPU chip prices fur a particular

graphics card and that in many instances the GPU chip cost accounts for a very smallproportion

of the MSRP claimedby Plaintiffs. The Exhibit also shows that for a number of the product

from the price ofa computerto the costof the GPU chip. In addition,!he task of matching a
particular GPU. chip to a graphics card can be difficult Neither NVIDIA nor ATI
systematically tracks the particularGPU chip,by materialor part number, that is used as an
input into a card. GPU chips are not named or tracked based on the graphics card "street
names." UnlessPlaintiffscan establish thet the overcharge is the same, in dollaramount, for
all GPU chips, tracing the overcharge will require an individual analysis of what card a

. Plaintiff purchased, what (}PU chip was used as an input into thet card and what the
overcharge was on that GPU chip. This assumes that the overcharge to all customers that
purchased that GPU chip was the same.. If Plaintiffs cannot establish that, then additional
analysis of who purchased the particular GPU chip is required, at what price, and what
amountof overcharge.
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1
pairs identified by Plaintiffs, one of the Defendants does not sell a GPU chip for the graphics

2
card product identified for that Defendant. For example, A11 does not sell a GPU chip for the

3
RadeonXl950 Pro graphics card.109

4

5

6

E. Summary Of Industry Characteristics As They Relate To Pass On Of
An Alleged Overcharge

87. The differentiated nature of the products at issue, the complex distribution patterns,
7

and the component-like nature of a GPUchip(or graphics card) indicate that injuryto consumers
8

of graphics cards and computers cannotbe determined on a class widebasis. Consider the claim
9

that Defendants conspired to raise the price of GPU chips. In order to determine impact on a
10

proposed classmember that purchases a computer, one must first determine whether the direct
11

purchaserpaid an overcharge on the particular GPUchip that was used to build the graphics card
12

that is in the computer. As described above, there are hundredsof differentGPUproducts, sold
13

to numerous customers at different prices. Dr. Meyendorff's theory does not provide a method
14

to accountfur the fact that somedirectpurchasers didnot pay an overcharge.

chip, they still must show that the overcharge to the direct purchaser has been passed on and

15

16

17

88. If indirectpurchasers are able to establish the direct overcharge on the.relevantGPU

resulted in higherprices to them. Giventhat the price of a GPU chip accounts for a very small
18

amountof the overall cost of a computer, any overcharge will be an even smalleramount of the

purchaseprice of the computer to the indirectpurchaserif, indeed,there is any of the overcharge

left to pass on. This makes determining whetherintermediate resellers passedon the overcharge

throughthe distribution channels evenmoredifficult.

differentcomplex distribution paths, The particular path may not be knowable. Andthe various

paths may involve numerous layers of potentially hundreds of different distributors and 1 or

109 It is also true that in certainof the productpairs identified by Plaintiffs, one of the Defendants
does.not sell the graphics card. For example, NVIDIA does not sell a GeForce FX 5800
graphicscard. Plaintiffs' theory of conspiracy, as it is alleged in the TAC, is based on the
coordination of competing productpairs. Ifone of the Defendantsdoes not sell a productin
a pair identified by Plaintiffs, then Defendants could. not have coordinated prices or
introduction dates for that pair. .

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

89. Finally, the overcharge mustbe tracedfrom the Defendantthroughone of numerous
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2

1
manufacturers that have varied relationships with one another that affect the prices at which

transactions between them occur. The same set of considerations exists for tracing an
3

overcharge on a graphics card through various distribution channels to the indirect purchaser.

determine which direct purchaser paid the overcharge. 2) Determine whether the direct

purchaser sold ·the GPU chip or used it as a component in another product. 3) If the direct,

4
90. In summary, the steps necessary fur Plaintiffs are the following: 1) Establish whether

5
a particular GPU chip sold by Defendants has been affected by the alleged conspiracy and

6
measure the effect of the conspiracy, that is, the direct overcharge on that GPU chip, and

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

purchaser resold the GPU chip, determine whether the direct purchaser passed on the overcharge

and if so, by what amount and to whom. 4) If the direct purchaser used the GPU chip as a

component in the manufacture of some other product, determine what product was

manufactured, who the product was sold to and whether the overcharge was passed on to the

buyer. In order to do this, one must control for the costs of the other components. In addition, it

along that path. The path may include anyone of many distributors, retailers or e-tailers.

Plaintiffs' experts have done absolutely none of the work that would permit a conclusion that

there is a common method that would establish impact on all indirect purchasers.

Plaintiffs' Empirical Evidence Related To Pass On

Plaintiffs' expert claims that all firms involved in the distribution of GPU chips,

F.

91.

14
must be determined whether and what terms may be negotiated between the Defendant and an

15
indirect purchaser that may affect or eliminate the effect of any overcharge paid by the direct

16
purchaser. 5) If the overcharge, at that stage is not eliminated, the path of the product from the

17
manufacturer to the indirect purchaser must be determined and the overcharge must be traced

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 graphics cards and computers pass on 100 percent of all cost increases to consumers. This

25 conclusion is based, partly, on purported regression estimates of pass-on rates using data from

26 three sources. The regression estimates calculated by Dr. Netz are not relevant to the issue of

27 class wide pass-on because they are averages and a method based on averages is not sufficient to

28 demonstrate actual injury to each class member. Averages mask any differences in such rates
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pass-en measure. Similarly, averaging the GPU chip prices may obscure the relationship or

simply result in a false relationship. The- Exhibit contains a number of similar graphs for

different graphics cards and different GPUchips. Comparing the prices and pricetrends across

the graphs showsthat theserelationships vary. Recall that Dr. Netz's regressions, whichdid not
5

focus on the relationship of a GPU chip cost and the price of any product purchased by a
6

proposed class member were based on highlyaggregated and averaged data. Thoseregressions

2

3

4

7

8
could not possibly "pick up" the variation in pass-en that is demonstrated in these graphs.

However, in orderto determine whethersome-individual proposed class member wasor was not

in order to determine whether a proposedclassmember was injuredor to measure suchinjury,it

is not sufficient to obtain information related to the price of the computer, bnt the particular

graphics card must be identified, the cost of the graphics card must be determined and some

measure of the overcharge on that graphics cardmustbe obtained.

9
injured, it is thesetypesof pricedatathatmustbe examined.

107. Similarly, Exhibit 1-42 shows the retail prices of computers. The Exhibitshows the

prices of Dell branded computers that contain the same graphics card. This data showsthat the

Dell computer pricesvary substantially, depending on many factors, including the various other

components that are includedin the computer, as well as possiblediscounts offered by Dell. In

addition, two different computers, withtwo different grephics cardscan be soldat the sameretail

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
. !

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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November27,20tJ7
Novmnber27,2007

December3, 2007
January3, :2006

January3, 2008

January14, 2008
January14, 2008
January15,2006
JanualY15,200S
J:;mU<lry 15, 2006
January15,200S

JanuBlY 15,2006

January15,2008
January11, 2008
January18,2008

Jan\.lary 18,2008
Jammry28, 2008
January28, 2008
January26, 2008

fabl'lJary 27, 2006
February29, 2005

March7, 2008
March 13,2008

Apl1lS,2QOS
';pn14,2008

April 11, 20M
April 24, 200S

Page2ol'23
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Exhibit 1-2

Declarationof MichaelP. LehmannIn SupportOfIndirectPurchaserPlaIntiffs'Adm!nlstrative Motion to SealDocuments
Noticeof MotIon aridMolionof IndirectPurcnaserPlalnt1ffs for ClassCertification
MamorandumofPa!ola andAuthorllleslnSupportof IndirectPurchaser Plamtiffs' Motionfor ClassOertification
Declarationof MiohaalP. LehmannIn SUpportef IndirectPurchaserPlaintiffs'Mofionfor Classe Certification
Request forJudicialNonce in SupportorIndirectPurchaser Plaintiffs' Motionfor Classceruncencn
Corrected Declara1ion afM/chaarP.lahmann InSupportof IndirectPurchaser Plaintiffs' Administrative MoUon toSsal Documents
uectereecn of Charles H. Same! In Response to IndirectPurchaser Plaintiffs' Adm1nistratlve Motionto SealDocuments
IndirectPurchaserPlaintiffs'RespOntJ6S andObJecliQf1$ to DefendantA'T1 TechnologiesUte's Second setctSpaclailnteffogalorlas
indirnctPurchasgr Plaintiffs' Responses andObj'eCfiona to Defendant 1252985 AlpertaULe's Fll1ltSetofSpecJaI Interrogatories
IndirectPurchaser Plaintiffs' Responsesand Objections to DefendantATI TechnologiesUle's Firstserer DocumentRequS$[s toAll Plaintiffs

PlaIntiffs' Expert Reports and MaterIals

Direct
ExpertReport-anaExhibIts of Dr. DavidJ. T~~ a.nd accompanying produceddata and matwlals

Indirect
Declaration and Exhlbil$ ofOr.Anna MeyendorffInSupport ofPlaintilf'a Motion for ClaasCertificationandaccompanying produced dataandmaterials
Declaratlon andexhibits- 91Or.Janet S. Nell:in supportof PJalnUffS Motionfor cleee Certllieaflon andaccompanying prOOuced dataand materials
cenected Declarationof Or.JanetS. Netzln support of Plaintiffs' Mollon for ClassCertificalion
CorrectedDeclaration(IfDr. Anna Meyendortfln Supportof Plaintiffs'Motionrcr craee ceruneenon

Named Plaintiffs Materials Ipepoaftlons. Exhibits and Pmduced MaterIals}

Direct
uepcsracn of JordanWalker
oeseeracn of KarolJuskJeYlicz
Depositionof MlchaetZ. Benslgnor

Indirect
DepositIonofAndrewJEriHeilimi·Ooane
Depceluon ofAndrewVVilsen
Deposition of AngelaRoark
pepcelucn of BenjaminW. Stewart
Depositionof BratLeeJohnsen
Depcaltlcnof Bryan GrantSchlndelheim
Depositionof ChllstoPher C. CraVtford
Deposition of Corywaee
Depoaltlcnof DanIelPetke(
DepositionoiDanle! Ychalem
Depcslticn of HeldlHeilkamp. Inc.
Depositionof Jemee A, Lawson
Deposltlonof James Matson
Deposition of JeffreyAlvinHughes
Depositionof John Preve
Depositionof Joseph crcnne
DeposItion of JosephPelrano
Depositionof JosephSalazar
Depositionof Judd Eliasoph
Depositionof JustusJ. Austin, III
Depositionof KathrynMariaSaunders

April Z4,zoos
Aprll24,2006
Aprl124.20GS
April24, 2008
Aprl124,200S
April 28. 2006

May 1,2008
May13,2008
May 13,2008
May1S,200a

April24. 2006

Aprll 24. 2008
April 24, 2008
April28, 2008
April 28, 2008

April1. 2008
Marc!l 20, 2008

AprilS, 2008

Man::h 18, 20GS
May2,2008

April18. 20G8
April3,200S

March10, 2006
March19,2008
March 27,2OQ8
March 17, 2008

Ap1i121, 200S
March 31,2008
Marc1126, 2008

Apti116,2008
April17,2008
Apr1l9,200S

Apn'122, 2008
Aprll4,200S

April 11. 2008
Aprll11,2006

Aprll5, Z008
April16, 2008
Apn114,2006

Pll~(l30f2a
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Exhibitl·Z

uepcemcn of Kenneth DouglasErQmann
Deposition of MichaelBroo\<$
Cepoailion of PaulR!chard Smith,Senior
Deposition OfRobertSchuylerWatson
Deposition of RonDavison
DeposiUon ofRoyL,Jacobs
Depcaitlon of ScottRichardHughErtCk$oll
DeposlUon of SCott Rulh
Deposition of TImHertsnom
OeposUion of VIncent Andella
Examlnallon of ScottHectorMartIn

~
InterviewwithAmeliaLam,Operations Manager responsible for rebatereserves andctejme, Revenue andAceounllng Department, AMEl
lntelVlewwith Jeff BroWi'l, GeneralManager, Professlcnal SolutionsGroup,NViOIA
InterviewwithOavidStrasser,Architectln!hG DTVSystems Department, AMD
lnwrView withKevinBurgls, AMD
Interview withMatlhewSkyrmar, MaIkeHng, Graphics ProductGroupforAdvanced Micronevlcee,jnc.,AMD
lntervlawwanMaureen SImmons, aemerauslnessAnalystsin theeuelnese Systems &,SupportDepartment, AMD
IntervlewwlIllMfchae!Turley,MansgerofGFU acenese Opera!lons, NVIDIA
lntervlewwllhRomanKrychynskyl, Senioreuelness Manager, AMD
IntervlewwllnTonyTamssl,VP of Technical Markel!l19, NVID1A
InterviewwllnTrungNguyen, SenIorBusIness-Analysts Inthe Business Sy$tems &;SupportDepartment, AMD

Data

ATIData
PNnstwithgraphlcs,xls
SaIelLby_Shlpto_OesUOO_1i C31 O_370_Dec07.xls
Sales_by_Shrplo_OesUOO_111_310_370_NOV07.x1s
Sales_by_Shlplo_DesUOtU11_31O_370_0cl07.xIs
WoN Shipment Sales1999,05.xl$
WWShipmentSales1999.01;'xl.5
WWShipment Sales1tl9a.07.xls
WWShipment Sales1999.06.x1s
WN ShlpmentSales ie99.0S,xis
WWShIpment Sales1999.10,xls
WWShlpmantSalee1995,11,x!s
WWShipment Sales1999.12,>:Is
WW ShipmentSales 2000.01.xls
WN ShipmentSales2000.02.xI9
WN ShipmentSalas2000.03,xI9
WN ShipmantSales200{l.04,xls
VWJ Shipment Salas20aO.OS.xis
WWShipment Sales2000.OS.:.::!!!
WN Shipment Sal&$; 200o.07.xls
WN Shipment Sales2000.08.x1.,
WW Shipment Salas2000.09,xls
WWShipment Sales20oo,10.xls
WoN ShipmentSales2000.11 .xts
WVV Shipment Sales2000.12.xls
WN Shipment Sales2001 ,01,xls

March is, 2008
April15,200S
Apri11S,200S
April 16, 2008

AprJ14,200a
Aprl17,2008

April 25, 200a
April 17, 2008
Aprl1S,200S

April2S,2008
April 24, 200.8
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